21 April 2017
Turquoise Plato announces solution to liquidity issues facing small businesses
Plato Partnership Limited (“Plato Partnership”), a not-for-profit company bringing creative solutions and
efficiencies to today’s equity marketplace, and Turquoise, the European multilateral trading facility,
today announce their intention to develop a mechanism that allows users to call a liquidity event for less
liquid securities, including small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
SMEs are a vital driver of growth in the economy and raising equity capital is an essential part of their
growth strategies. Delivering Turquoise Plato™ trading innovations for small and medium cap SME
securities will contribute to a more attractive capital raising environment for growth companies by
increasing choice of execution mechanisms that offer potential liquidity in those stocks.
The proposed ‘Event on Demand’ (EOD) mechanism will operate within the existing Turquoise Plato™
Order book, thereby minimising implementation costs for users. It is anticipated that buy-side firms, via
Turquoise members, will be able to initiate an EOD to advertise liquidity for a minimum time-period for
SMEs, providing a facility for increased trading in these businesses as they grow.
Mike Bellaro, Plato Co-Chair and Global Head of Equity Trading, Deutsche Asset Management,
said:
“The current economic environment is making it harder than ever before for SMEs in the UK and Europe
to grow. SMEs are the lifeblood of the European economy, providing 90 million jobs, yet they are held
back from reaching their full potential by insufficient opportunities to access funding.
“To be successful, SMEs need to be given the time and space to develop, and we are now facilitating
that with the patient, longer-term financing that only capital markets can provide. Following the already
significant progress in electronic block trading with Turquoise as a partner, we are truly excited about
what this new functionality can do for SMEs and look forward to developing the proposition in the coming
months.”
Nej D’jelal, Plato Co-Chair and Managing Director, Head of Electronic Equities Product, EMEA
at Barclays, said:
“The Plato Partnership vision has always been about improving the equity market place with end
investors and market participants at the heart. ‘Event on Demand’ by Turquoise Plato™ aims to
innovatively improve liquidity opportunities in SME securities by enhancing the user experience of
automated trading in less liquid securities. With benefits for SMEs in mind, we are proud to be
supporting this important segment of the market.”
Dr Robert Barnes, CEO Turquoise, said:
“As a market operator and trading venue, we understand from investors that the ability to trade after a
company lists is a key ingredient to successful capital raising. Turquoise Plato™ offers additional
execution mechanisms for the trading of SME growth companies, continuing to innovate by converting
customer ideas into action.”
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Notes to Editors
About Plato Partnership Limited
Plato Partnership Limited (“Plato Partnership”), a not-for-profit company representing the buy and sellside, has come together with a vision of bringing creative solutions and efficiencies to today’s equity
marketplace. The group’s key aims are to reduce trading costs, simplify market structure, and to act as
a champion for end investors.
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Central to this vision is Plato Partnership’s Market Innovator (MI ); a research fund which will sponsor
academic research and analysis that will identify ever better ways of executing trades, as well as
lowering the cost and improving the quality of the broad range of processes required to support the
execution lifecycle.
Plato Partnership will work with industry partners to achieve its goals and objectives, and put its
research findings into practice.
Members of Plato Partnership include Axa Investment Managers, Ballie Gifford, BlackRock, Deutsche
Asset Management, Fidelity International, Franklin Templeton Investments, J.P. Morgan, Norges Bank
Investment Management, Union Investment, Barclays, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citi, Deutsche
Bank, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and UBS.
Plato Partners include BBVA Asset Management, Capital International Ltd, part of the Capital Group,
Commerzbank AG, Instinet Europe Ltd, Jefferies, Legal & General Investment Management, Macquarie
Group, RBC Capital Markets, Rosenblatt Securities Inc., Standard Life Investments Limited, and T.
Rowe Price.
For more information, please visit www.platopartnership.com or @PlatoMarkets.
About Turquoise
Turquoise is a European multilateral trading facility majority owned by London Stock Exchange Group
in partnership with the user community. With a single connection, members can trade shares,
depository receipts, European rights issue and ETFs of 19 European countries with an efficient
interoperable post-trade model, as well as US securities. Members include banks, brokers, specialist
trading firms and retail intermediaries.
Turquoise features two orders books. Turquoise Integrated Lit Book combines simple limit and
iceberg orders with Large In Scale hidden orders. Turquoise Plato™ prioritises orders by size and
allows users to configure Minimum Execution Size; it features two distinct mechanisms, each
executing at the midpoint of the Primary Market Best Bid and Offer: continuous matching and
Turquoise Plato Uncross™, an innovation that provides randomised uncrossings during the trading
day, ideal for larger and less time sensitive passive orders. Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™ is a
new service matching undisclosed Block Indications that execute in Turquoise Plato Uncross™.
Membership is open uniformly to qualified firms, with members ranging from the largest global banks
and brokers to institutions with local, regional and sector focus, and specialist trading and marketmaking firms.
For more information, please visit www.tradeturquoise.com ; or follow us on Twitter @tradeturquoise
or LinkedIn on Turquoise

